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Abstract. We investigate different types of simplexes (linear algebraic, affine, geometric), solve
some extremal problems and state general conjectures concerning these notions in discrete geo-
metry and matroid theory, finally present some applications in chemistry and physics.
Connections to homogeneous system of linear equations are also mentioned.
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1. DEFINITIONS
Since there are many different notions of simplexes in use in mathematics, first
we have to present the definitions we need.
Definition 1. (Algebraic simplexes) In the n -dimensional linear (Euclidean)
space Rn any set of vectors S  Rn is called a (linear) algebraic simplex iff S
is minimal linear dependent, i.e. S is linearly dependent but each proper subset
T ¤ S is independent.
Remark 1. The set S D f0g fulfills the previous definition, so it may be called (the
only) 1-element simplex. Though this extremal case is not interesting in applications,
but we need it in Remark 2.
The corresponding notion in matroids is called a circuit. Clearly linear algebraic
simplexes are just matroidal circuits in special matroids.
Definition 2. (Geometric simplexes) Any set of nC 1 points in Rn in general
position is called a geometric simplex .
Describing affine simplexes runs by induction on the number of points. The defi-
nition might be easier if we first assume that one of the points is located at the origin,
the other cases come after by translations.
 The second author express his many thanks to the Fields Institute (Toronto, Canada) for granting
and inviting him to the Workshop on Optimization, September 26-29, 2011, for which occasion this
survey was prepared.
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Definition 3. (Affine simplexes) Any finite set S D fs1; s2; :::; skg  Rn is an
affine simplex if and only if k  3 and
o) in the case k D 3 the points fs1; s2; s3g must be colinear,
i) in the case s1 D 0 and k  4 we require the vectors
S  WD fs2; s3; :::; skg (1.1)
to be linearly dependent, and no proper subset of (the original) S is an affine simplex,
ii) in the general case k  4 the set of vectors
S  WD fs2  s1 ; s3  s1 ; ::: ; sk   s1g (1.2)
is required to be linearly dependent, but S is not allowed to contain any affine simplex
as a proper subset.
Cases nD 3 and nD 4 can be formulated in easier way.
Example 1. (i) A set of points S  R2 is an affine
B 3 -element simplex iff S is three colinear points,
B 4 -element simplex iff S is any four points but none three of them are colinear,
B there are no other affine simplexes in R2.
(ii) A set of points S  R3 is an affine
B 3 -element simplex iff S is three colinear points,
B 4 -element simplex iff S is any four coplanar points but none three of them are
colinear,
B 5 -element simplex iff S is any five points but none four are coplanar (and thus
none three of them are colinear),
B there are no other affine simplexes in R3.
The connection between linear algebraic and affine simplexes will be discussed in
Definition 6 and Proposition 2. From affine spaces we can move towards hypergraphs
(set systems):
Definition 4. Let .V ;E/ be any hypergraph. Any edge (set of vertices) E 2 E is
called a hypergraph simplex if it is inclusion-minimal, that is E does not contain
any other edge F 2 E :
F ¢E for F 2 E . (1.3)
2. APPLICATIONS
One of the practical applications of linear algebraic simplexes is in stoichiometry
when studying minimal reactions and mechanisms.
Consider for example the chemical reaction
NaOH CHNO3 DNaNO3CH2O (2.1)
which corresponds to the vector-equation
Œ1;0;1;1T C Œ1;1;0;3T D Œ0;1;1;3T C Œ2;0;0;1T (2.2)
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or
Œ1;0;1;1T C Œ1;1;0;3T   Œ0;1;1;3T   Œ2;0;0;1T D Œ0;0;0;0T (2.3)
where the first coordinates correspond to (the number) of H in each molecule, the
second ones to N , the third ones to Na and the fourth ones to O . In other words we
could say that in R4 we use the (linear algebraic) ”basis” B D fH;N;Na;Og instead
of the usual one fe1; e2; e3; e4g .
In general: let the chemical species (”molecules”) A1;A2 ; : : : ; An consist of
chemical elements E1;E2; : : : ;Em as
Aj D
mX
iD1
ai;jEi where ai;j 2N for j D 1;2; : : : ;n . (2.4)
Write Aj for the vector Œa1;j ;a2;j ; : : : ;am;j 
T . Using the law of mass-balance we
know that there (might) exists a chemical reaction between the species fAj W j 2 Sg
for any S  f1;2; : : : ;ng if and only if the homogeneous linear equationX
j2S
xjAj D 0 (2.5)
has nontrivial solution for some xj 2 R, j 2 S , that is if the vector set fAj W j 2 Sg
is linearly dependent. (Each xj can be assumed an integer by (2.4).) The vectors Aj
with positive coefficients xj > 0 in (2.5) denote the species the reaction starts with
(on the left-hand-side of (2.1)), while the vectorsAj with negative coefficients xj <0
in (2.5) denote the species the reaction ends with (on the right-hand-side). Of course
the reactions obtained in the above way are only possibilities, e.g. the reaction
2AuC6HCl! 2AuC l3C3H2 (2.6)
does not occur under normal conditions.
Considering a reaction like (2.1) or (2.6) one may ask whether the number of diffe-
rent kinds of molecules can be reduced, or, in other words, could react the remainding
molecules if one of them is missing? Are the remainig vectors linearly dependent if
one of (or more) them is/are missing? In the language of mathematics we can say:
Definition 5. The reaction in (2.5) is called a minimal reaction if for no T ¨ S
might there be any reaction among the species fAj W j 2 T g; that is if the vector set
fAj W j 2 T g is linearly independent for any T ¨ S . 
The above (chemical) notion explains the need of Definition 1 of linear algebraic
simplexes. Indeed, the set of vectors, which correspond to molecules involved in a
minimal reaction, form a (linear algebraic) simplex!
In our third example the species A1 DC, A2 DO, A3=CO and A4=CO2 determine
the vectors A1 D Œ1;0;A2 D Œ0;1;A3 D Œ1;1 and A4 D Œ1;2 . The vectorset H D
fA1;A2;A3;A4g contains the simplexes
fA1;A2;A3g, fA1;A2;A4g, fA1;A3;A4g and fA2;A3;A4g .
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After solving the corresponding equations (2.5), we have the following (complete)
list of minimal reactions, corresponding to the above simplexes:
C CO D CO , C C2O D CO2 , OCCO D CO2 and C CCO2 D 2CO . (2.7)
In general, instead of considering (2.5) for some subsets S , we are invited to in-
vestigate the ”full” homogeneous system of linear equations
nX
jD1
xjAj D 0 , equivalently A X D 0 (2.8)
where
A WDA1;A2; : : : ;An 2 Rmn and X D Œx1; :::;xn 2 Rn . (2.9)
The solution vectors X of (2.8) are any (possible) reactions among the species
fA1;A2; : : : ;Ang.
Denote now the set of (all) solutions of (2.8) by MA :
MA WD fX 2 Rn j A X D 0g . (2.10)
In practice, a chemical mechanism is a sequence, i.e. a linear combination of reac-
tions (which correspond to solution-vectors X 2MA), so for any mechanism M
M D
kX
`D1
m`X` (2.11)
for some vectorsX1; :::;X` 2MA and for some k 2N. Since any mechanism satisfies
the law of mass-balance, we must have
A M D 0 (2.12)
which clearly follows from the definition (2.10) of MA as
A M D
kX
`D1
m`A X` D 0 (2.13)
In this way we get the second step of the hierarchy: the vectors X` of the equality
(2.12) are, in fact, all the solutions of the previous equality (2.8). The final connection
among the coefficientsAj of (2.8) and all of the solutionsM WD Œm1; :::;m` of (2.12)
has been raised and planned to investigate in [13].
The structure of minimal solutions of homogeneous systems of linear equations
with connections to simplexes are discussed in [22].
Linear algebraic simplexes can also be used for finding dimensionless groups in
dimensional analysis: we investigate the structure of composite measure units in phy-
sics (see e.g. [6, 11, 16] and [14]).
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Let there be given m elementary quantities (mass,lenght,time,etc.) denoted by
E1; :::;Em and n quantities A1; :::;An (n 2N is any number) as
Aj D
mY
iD1
E
ai;j
i
where ai;j 2Z for j D 1; :::;n and i D 1; :::;m . Clearly we can assign the quantities
Aj to the vectors
Aj WD Œa1;j ; :::;am;j T 2 Rm
for j D 1; :::;n, which vectors are in the m -dimensional linear space Rm. Now, a
(possible) dimensionless group (real number) of the quantities fAj W j 2 Sg does
exists for any S  f1; :::;ng iff the equalityY
j2S
A
xj
j D 1 (2.14)
holds, or equivalently (considering the exponents) the homogeneous system of linear
equations X
j2S
xj Aj D 0
has nontrivial solution for xj 2 R .j 2 S/ . That is, we again reached to the system
of linear homogen equations and to the problem of finding simplexes!
For example, consider the flow of a fluid through a heated tube and the heat transfer
between the pipe wall and the fluid. Consider now the following quantities, which
we also write in vectors form in the base fm;`; t;T g:
A1 D d .`/ tube diameter A1 D Œ0; 1; 0; 0
A2 D v .s=t/ linear velocity A2 D Œ0; 1; 1; 0
A3 D  .m=`3/ fluid density A3 D Œ1; 3; 0; 0
A4 D  .m=`t/ viscosity A4 D Œ1; 1; 1; 0
A5 D  .A=t2T / heat capacity A5 D Œ0; 2; 2; 1
A6 D  .m=t3T / heat transfer coeff. A6 D Œ1; 0; 3; 1
A7 D  .m`=t3T / thermal conductivity A7 D Œ1; 1; 3; 1
(2.15)
For example, one minimal dimensionless groupX1 of the seven ones is the following:
X1 D Œ0;0;0;1;1;0; 1T
which corresponds to the equality
  D   c
for some constant c 2 R .
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3. BASIC PROPERTIES
For investigating the common properties of the different Defintions 1 through 4,
we denote the ground set with R in each case.
The following fundamental property is valid for all of these definitions.
Proposition 1. (i) For any set X R either X is a simplex itself, or X strictly
contains a simplex Y ¤ X or X is strictly contained in a simplex X ¤Z . Exactly
one of the previous three cases yields for all subset X R .
(ii) (follows from (i)) The simplexes in R form a Sperner system, i.e. for each two
simplexes S1;S2 R (S1 ¤ S2) we have
S1 ¢ S2 and S1 ¢ S2. (3.1)
The main problem of our investigations in the last decade was the following:
Problem 1. For given natural numbers m;n 2N what is the minimal and maxi-
mal possible value of the number of simplexes S H if H can be any set H  Rn
satisfying thatH spans Rn and jH j Dm , and what are the extremal setsH (having
least/maximal number of simplexes S H ) ?
This problem can be raised for any kind of simplexes.
For technical simplifications we introduce
Notation 1. For any finite set H  Rn we denote by simp`(H ) the number of
linear algebraic and by simpa(H ) the number of affine simplexes S H contained
inH . For 2 k  nC1 we denote by simpk(H ) the number of k -element (linear
algebraic) simplexes in H .
The following assumption (which is originally not supposed in Problem 1), plays
a crucial role in later investigations:
Condition 1. H contains no parallel vectors, especially 0 …H .
Remark 2. This Condition is equivalent to ”H does not contain 1- and 2-element
linear algebraic simplexes” (see Remark 1).
Recall, that parallel vectors in H represent isomers or different doses of molecules,
etc.
In the shade of the above Condition we can replace each vector by its scalar mul-
tiplier and reduce the dimension as follows.
Definition 6. For any h 2 Rn we let
h WD f h W  2 R; ¤ 0g (3.2)
and for H  Rn
H WD fh W h 2Hg : (3.3)
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and
HP WDH \P (3.4)
for an n  1 -dimensional affine hyperplane P  Rn which is not parallel to any
h 2H .
(For finite or at most countable set H such a P always exists.)
Proposition 2. There is a bijective correspondence betweenHP P (i.e.HP 
Rn 1) and H  Rn, and similarly between simpa
 
HP

and simp` .H / , soˇˇˇ
HP
ˇˇˇ
D jH j and simpa

HP

D simp` .H / . (3.5)
(Actually we mapH into the projective space P.Rn/. It is not too hard to see, that
the sets SP  P form affine simplexes (in the sense of Definition 3) for each linear
algebraic simplex S jH . The cases nD 3 and nD 4 in Definition 1 are clear 2 and
3 -dimensional concepts.
The other notions of simplexes (in matroids and in hypergraphs) are pure mathe-
matical generalizations only at this moment.
4. ON THE NUMBER OF SIMPLEXES
First we present some results concerning Problem 1.
In [17] and [19] a polynomial algorithm for listing all simplexes, contained in a
given arbitrary finite setH R , and related questions were discussed. Though only
linear algebraic simplexes are mentioned in those papers, the algorithm works for
any kind of set system, satisfying (i) of Proposition 1, too. The ground idea of our
algorithm was to modify (in- or decrease) the actualy tested set (whether or not it is
a simplex) to search for all simplexes inH . Another approaches to and applications
of the algorithmic problems can be found eg. in [1, 2, 4, 10].
We have the following theoretical results. First, in Theorems 1 through 4 we deal
with linear algebraic simplexes, we list the results on other kinds of simplexes after.
Theorem 1 ([7]). For anyH  Rn of fixed size, such thatH spans Rn, simp.H /
is maximal if and only if any n vectors of H are linearly independent.
Remark 3. Such setsH of any size can be easily constructed using the property of
Vandermonde determinants: H D fh1; :::;hmg where hi D

1; i; i2; :::; in 1
T (i 
mD jH j).
Corollary 1. For any H  Rn, jH j Dm and H spans Rn we have
simp .H /
 
m
nC1
!
(4.1)
and equality holds if and only if any n vectors of H are linearly independent.
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Though for each simplex S jH in Rn we have jS j  nC 1 and by Proposition
1.(ii) the set of simplexes forms a Sperner system, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are not
direct consequences of Sperner’s well known theorem, since we have to ensure that
each .nC1/ -element subset of H form a simplex. Moreover, our specific (short)
proof reveals the inner structure of simplexes and the reason for the uniquess of the
maximal construction.
The other direction is much harder.
Theorem 2 ([7]). For anyH Rn of fixed size such thatH spans Rn, simp.H / is
minimal if and only ifH consists of n collections of parallel vectors of sizes differing
by at most one from each other.
The proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 run by modifying the vectors in H to increase
simp .H / as long as possible. Again, this construction works for other kinds of
simplexes, too, e.g. for matroids in Theorems 5 through 11.
Corollary 2. For anyH  Rn, ifH spans Rn and jH j Dm wheremD a nCb ,
0 < b < n we have
b 
 
aC1
2
!
C .n b/ 
 
a
2
!
 simp .H / . (4.2)
In the special case when m is divisible by n we can write
n 
 
m
n
2
!
 simp.H / . (4.3)
Let us emphasize that H above may contain parallel vectors, moreover the mini-
mal construction is built up from as many parallel vectors as possible.
In the forthcoming research we investigated the case when H may not contain
parallel vectors.
Our first result is in dimension nD 3 .
Theorem 3 ([8]). For any H  R3 of fixed size not equal to 3, 4 or 7, such that
H spans R3 and no parallel vectors are allowed in H , simp.H / is minimal if and
only ifH is contained in two intersecting planes (their intersection vector belongs to
H ), one of which is of size 3. In other words: precisely when H contains 3 linearly
independent vectors fu1;u2;u3g, another vector v colinear with u1 and u2 and the
rest H n fu1;u2;u3;vg colinear with u2 and u3.
Corollary 3. For any H  R3 such that H spans R3, no parallel vectors are
allowed in H and jH j Dm 4 we have 
m 2
3
!
C1C
 
m 3
2
!
 simp.H /
and equality holds just in the case described in the previous Theorem 3.
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In the proof we used the technique described in Definition 6 for reducing the di-
mension from H  R3 to HP  R2, in the meanwhile we transformed linear al-
gebraic simplexes into affine ones (see Definition1). The minimal configurations for
jH j D 3;4;7 are almost completely described in [8], P.Sellers drew our attention to
the missing one in a personal communication.
For the general problem for minimizing simp .H / when H spans Rn and no pa-
rallel vectors allowed in H  Rn we have the below conjecture (thanks to student
Jianzhong Meng for his help with some calculations with Maple).
Conjecture 1 ([8]). In the case of H  Rn, H spans Rn and no parallel vectors
are allowed in H ,the minimum for simp .H / is attained precisely for the following
configurations:
(i) if n is even, then H contains n linearly independent vectors fui W i D 1; : : : ;ng
and the remaining divided as evenly as possible between the planes fŒui ;uiC1I i D
1;3; : : : ;n 1g ,
(ii) if n is odd, then H again contains n linearly independent vectors fui W i D
1; : : : ;ng, one special vector in the plane Œun 1;un and finally the remaining vec-
tors divided as evenly as possible between the planes fŒui ;uiC1I i D 1;3; : : : ;n 2g
with lower indices having precedence.
Our latest result is for the dimension nD 4 , we again used the technique described
in Definition 6 for reducing the dimension from H  R4 to HP  R3, dealing with
affine simplexes in R3 :
Theorem 4 ([15]). Assuming H  R4, no parallel vectors allowed in H but H
spans R4 (i.e. HP  R3 is not coplanar) and jH j Dm 24 we have 
bm=2c
3
!
C
 
dm=2e
3
!
 simp .H / (4.4)
and equality holds just in the case ifHP is contained in two skew (detour) lines and
these lines contain bm=2c and dm=2e many points of HP .
The general problem for H  Rn assuming that H spans Rn and no parallel vec-
tors are in H , still remains open.
For matroids we have the following results and open problem:
Theorem 5 ([3]). If m > nC1, then only the uniform matroid Um;n contains the
maximum number of circuits,
 
nC1
m

. IfmD nC1; all matroids of sizem and of rank
n contain exactly 1 circuit.
Theorem 6 ([3]). Only the uniform matroid Um;n contains the maximum number
of bases, namely
 
m
n

.
Theorem 7 ([3]). For each m and n, there is a unique matroid Mo of size m and
of rank n containing the minimum number of bases, namely 1, when we allow loops
in the matroid.
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Theorem 8 ([3]). Any matroid M of size m and of rank n contains at least n m
circuits. A matroid contains exactly m n circuits if and only if the circuits of the
matroid are pairwise disjoint.
Remark 4. The matroidMo mentioned above also contains exactlym n pairwise
disjoint circuits, i.e. loops.
Theorem 9 ([3]). Suppose that there are no large circuits and no loops in the
matroid M , and let fa1;a2; : : : ;ang be any fixed base. If #i denotes the number of
elements inM parallel to ai (including ai itself) for i D 1;2; : : : ;n, thenM contains
the minimum number of circuits iff
ˇˇ
#i  #j
ˇˇ 1 for i ¤ j .
Corollary 4 ([3]). The minimum number of circuits in a matroid of size m and of
rank n, where mD anCb (0 b < n), is
b 
 
aC1
2
!
C .n b/ 
 
a
2
!
and in particular, if m is a multiple of n :
n 
 
m
n
2
!
.
Theorem 10 ([3]). a) For m < 2n, a matroid of size m and rank n contains the
minimum number of circuits iff all its circuits are disjoint.
b) Form 2n, a matroid contains the minimum number of circuits iff it contains only
2-element circuits (i.e. parallel elements), and the sizes of the equivalence classes of
parallel elements differ by at most 1 .
Remark 5. (i) There are many matroids satisfying a) while the matroids described
in b) are, in fact, isomorphic.
(ii) The last part of the above proof describes uniquely the structures of matroids
containing the minimum number of circuits when m 2n .
Theorem 11 ([3]). A matroid M of size m and rank n contains the minimum
number of bases iff it has a base fa1;a2; : : : ;ang such that all other elements in M
are parallel to a1 .
Corollary 5 ([3]). The minimum number of bases is m nC1, and the minimum
configuration is unique.
Problem 2 ([3], still open). Characterize the matroids with the minimum number
of circuits and bases, when neither parallel elements nor loops are allowed.
Our results concerning hypergraphs are planned to be published in [21].
Geometric simplexes and their chemical applications are discussed e.g. in [5, 9,
18].
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The strong connection between minimal reactions and minimal solutions of the
homogeneous system of linear equations (2.5) and (2.8) was studied first in [12] and
extended in [22].
In [20] the related notion of valuation operators is discussed in detail.
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